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RÉSUMÉ WRITING GUIDE 
 

The Coggin Career Management Center has a variety of resources to help you write a winning résumé.  These 
resources include individual appointments with career services professionals, online resources, and sample 
résumés for a variety of industries and experience levels.  This guide is designed to provide an introduction to 
résumé writing.  

 
TYPES OF RÉSUMÉS 
 
There are two basic approaches used in résumé writing.  Review the descriptions to decide which format is 
best for your résumé. 
 
Chronological Résumé 
A chronological résumé lists information in reverse chronological order and focuses on where and how skills 
were obtained.  Each position or experience is listed and described separately, starting with your most recent 
education and experiences listed first.  This is the most common résumé format and is preferred by employers 
because it is easy to see what jobs you have held and how long you served each employer. 
 
This type of résumé works well when the applicant has a solid work history, is applying to a very traditional 
field, and/or is staying in the same field as prior positions.  This style may not be effective when the applicant 
has changed employers frequently or has little to no experience in their target field. 
 
 
Functional Résumé 
The functional résumé highlights specific skills and abilities rather than listing each experience individually. 
Responsibilities and accomplishments are grouped together in “skill clusters.”  A functional résumé could 
group skills into headings such as: Sales, Leadership, Management, Accounting, Research, Customer Service, 
etc. 
 
The functional format is most effective for those who are changing careers or have a sporadic or limited work 
history and want to showcase a set of skills you have gained over a variety of experiences. In addition, this 
format is appropriate if you are re-entering the job market after a long absence 
 
 

RÉSUMÉ GUIDELINES 
 
A résumé is a brief, informative summary of your education, experience, skills, and accomplishments.  Most 
hiring managers spend less than one minute reviewing each application.  This means that your résumé will 
most likely be skimmed rather than read line by line.  It should quickly persuade the reader that you are a 
competitive candidate worth interviewing.  Keep in mind that your résumé is an example of your written 
communication skills! 
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OUTLINE FOR A RÉSUMÉ 
 
Heading/Contact Information 
Your name is your heading.  It should be bold and in larger print than the rest of your résumé.  Following your 
name is the rest of your contact information, including your permanent address, telephone number (with the 
area code), and email address. Make sure your voicemail and email address is professional!  
 
Objective 
An objective is not required, but if used it should provide clarification for the reader.  A good objective 
statement includes 3 specific details: (1) the type of position being sought (full-time, part-time, internship), (2) 
the industry or company you want to work in/for, (3) when you are available to begin the assignment.  
  
Education 
For most students, the education section goes near the top of the page, before any work experience is listed.  
High School information is typically not included on a résumé.  Include colleges/universities where you have 
obtained or are currently enrolled in a degree program.  List the following information for each institution: 

 The official name of the school, and its city/state location 

 Degree title (full name, no abbreviations), with majors, minors, or concentrations listed 

 Month/Year of expected graduation 

 Study abroad experiences & GPA (if > 3.0) 

 If a student has minimal work experience, relevant coursework can also be listed 

Experience 
This section can be labeled in a number of different ways – Experience, Professional Experience, Related 
Experience, etc.  Appropriate experiences may include part-time jobs, internships, student teaching, work-
study, or volunteer work.  For each work related experience, list the following 

 Name of the organization,  

 Your job title/position,  

 Dates of employment (mm/yyyy to mm/yyyy)   

 Bulleted description of job duties, relevant skills, and accomplishments.  Use positive action words 

to describe your duties and accomplishments (see attached list for a sample of positive action 

verbs).  Be sure to include important keywords that are relevant to your field!  

Experience should be listed in reverse chronological order, starting with your most recent position.  Students 
who have had relevant experience in the past, but now have a part time job in an unrelated field, might divide 
this section into two separate sections – “Related Experience” and “Additional Experience.”   
 

Additional Sections 
Take your résumé to the next level by including additional information that supports and reinforces your 
qualifications.  The information in these sections can also help you to stand out from your competitors. 

 Honors and Activities 

 Community Service or Volunteer Experience 

 Skills – leadership, foreign language (writing/speaking proficiency), technical/computer skills, etc. 

 Professional Memberships or Affiliations 

 Licensure and Certifications 
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ADDITIONAL TIPS 
 
References 
References should not be included on a résumé.  Most employers prefer that you don’t waste valuable résumé 
space with a line that says “References available upon request.”  You should have references listed on a 
separate sheet of paper that you can give to an employer upon request. 

 
Be Specific 
Employers need to understand what you’ve done and accomplished.  For Example: “Worked with employees in 
a restaurant setting” vs. “Recruited, hired, trained, and supervised more than 20 employees in a restaurant 
with more than $2 million in annual sales”  Both could describe the same person, but the second description 
showcases details that are more likely to grab the employer’s attention. 

 
Highlight Accomplishments Instead of Duties 
Instead of “worked with children in a daycare setting” which focuses on duties, try “developed three daily 
activities for pre-school age children and prepared them for a 10 minute holiday program” 
 
Customize Multiple Versions 
Different positions require different skills and preferred experiences.  You want your résumé to highlight those 
specific skills/experiences.  Employers will not be impressed with a résumé that is too general/cookie-cutter. 
 
Make It Your Own 
Do not use résumé writing templates!  Résumé templates often use formats that are not conducive for 
electronic transmittal (such as an email attachment or uploading into an employer website).  In addition, they 
are difficult to customize or update once they’re completed.  Therefore, we highly recommend that you create 
your own using word processing software. 
 
 

              Do:              Do Not: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Be brief, concise, and clear  

 Depict your history honestly 

 Proofread your résumé several times 

 Use consistent formatting 

 Use positive action words 

 Customize your résumé for each position you 
apply for 

 List accomplishments for each job (numbers 
and quantifiable data are important to 
demonstrate achievements) 

 Include a cover letter with your résumé. 

 Bring several copies of your résumé to any 
interview or job fair 

 

 Use a résumé template  

 State salary requirements 

 Give reasons for quitting previous jobs 

 Submit a résumé that depicts negativity 

 Provide unrelated information - hobbies 

 Include references on a résumé – use a 
separate sheet to list these 

 Forget to proofread 

 Use color, fancy fonts, clip art, or photos  

 Include personal data: SS#, Driver’s License 
#, Age, Race, Gender, etc. 

 List street addresses or phone numbers for 
schools or employers 

 List High School diploma in the education 
section 
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PROOFREADING RESOURCES 
 
Be sure to proofread your résumé many times before submitting it to an employer.  Résumé Critiques are 
offered at the Career Management Center by appointment.  To take advantage of this service, please email 
your résumé as a Word document attachment to coggin.careers@unf.edu with “Résumé Critique” in the 
subject line.   Also, professors, mentors, and/or business professionals can provide feedback on your résumé.  
 
Once you have the final version of your résumé complete, be sure it is printed on high quality résumé paper 
(20 to 24 lb.), slight textured white, gray, or another neutral tone is best. Bring several copies of your résumé 
to interviews – you may speak to more than one recruiter during your interview.  
 

PROOFREADING CHECKLIST    

Spelling, Grammar, & Punctuation 
 Proofread your résumé to ensure there are no spelling, typographical, or grammatical errors.  Do not rely on spell-

check alone.  Be careful of word choice and redundancy.  Have it reviewed by at least 2 people (one being a Career 
Management Center representative). 
. 

 Avoid using “I”, “my”, “responsible for” and “duties included” before each description.  Begin with action verbs 
instead and paraphrase your information.  All verb tenses should agree.  The objective should be in present tense, 
present experiences in the present tense, and past experiences in the past tense.   
. 

 When expressing numbers, write out all numbers between one and nine, but use numerals for all numbers 10 and up. 
. 

 Make sure your date formats are consistent (11/2013 or November 2013).   
. 

 Be consistent in your use of punctuation.  All bulleted statements can have periods at the end, or none can, but 
commit to one or the other and be consistent. 

Design & Appearance 
 Avoid overcrowding.  Keep margins consistent on all sides (0.5 to 1 inch). Use capitalization, underlining, bold, and 

italics sparingly for emphasis or to highlight important points.  Do not overuse these formatting options. 
. 

 All category headings (OBJECTIVE, EDUCATION, etc.) should be consistently formatted, bold, and easy to identify. 
 

 Your résumé should be one to two full pages in length.  If you are a recent graduate, one page is considered best.  If 
you have 10+ years of related work experience it is acceptable to use two pages.  The second page should include 
your name and “page 2” at the top. 

 

 Font size should be 11 to 12 point.  Appropriate fonts include Times, Calibri, and Arial.  Keep consistent spacing 
throughout. 

 

 Use bullets to emphasize points and avoid long sentences.  Use a consistent bullet type; do not switch from  to . 
.  

 List experience in reverse chronological order (most recent first). 
 

Relevant & Eye Catching Information 

 Include quantifiable measurements and accomplishments (ex. supervisor ratings, productivity increases by 
percentage, number of people you manage, amounts of money you handled).  Grab the employer’s attention with 
specific projects/skills you used, and initiatives you took. 

. 
 Customize your résumé – Include industry specific terms (except abbreviations), required skills, or software 

proficiencies that you have experience with.  Refer to the job description and list the qualifications you possess that 
match their requirements. 
. 

 Enhance your résumé with educational experiences (i.e. coursework, project/papers, honors) and get involved in 
campus, volunteer, and community activities.  
 

mailto:coggin.careers@unf.edu
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Action Verb List for Résumés & Cover Letters 
 

Communication 
Skills 

Management 
Skills 

Clerical or 
Detail Skills 

Creative Skills Teaching Skills Research Skills 
Technical 

Skills 

addressed administered approved acted adapted clarified assembled 

arbitrated analyzed arranged conceptualized advised collected built 

arranged assigned catalogued created clarified critiqued calculated 

authored attained classified customized coached diagnosed computed 

collaborated chaired collected designed communicated evaluated designed 

convinced consolidated compiled developed coordinated examined devised 

corresponded contracted dispatched directed demystified extracted engineered 

developed coordinated executed established developed identified fabricated 

directed delegated generated fashioned enabled inspected maintained 

drafted developed implemented founded encouraged interpreted operated 

edited directed inspected illustrated evaluated interviewed overhauled 

enlisted evaluated monitored initiated explained investigated programmed 

formulated executed operated instituted facilitated organized remodeled 

influenced improved organized integrated guided reviewed repaired 

interpreted increased prepared introduced informed summarized solved 

lectured organized processed invented instructed surveyed upgraded 

mediated oversaw purchased originated persuaded systematized   

moderated planned recorded performed set goals     

negotiated prioritized retrieved planned stimulated     

persuaded produced screened revitalized trained     

promoted recommended specified shaped       

publicized reviewed systematized         

reconciled scheduled tabulated 
Financial Skills Helping Skills Other Verbs 

recruited strengthened validated 

spoke supervised   administered assessed achieved pioneered 

translated     allocated assisted boosted quantified 
wrote     analyzed clarified critiqued refined 

   
appraised coached expanded reduced  

   
audited counseled enhanced     (losses) 

   
balanced demonstrated exceeded retained 

   
budgeted diagnosed enriched resolved  

   
calculated educated improved     (problems) 

   
computed expedited innovated restored 

   
developed facilitated logged secured 

   
forecasted familiarized mentored spearheaded 

   
managed guided measured streamlined 

   
marketed motivated negotiated  transformed 

   
planned referred operated   

   
projected rehabilitated presented   

   
researched represented provided   

   
  supported     
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Lindsay I. Needajob 
123 Palm Tree Lane  Jacksonville FL, 32222  

 L.Needajob@unf.edu  (904)555-1234 

 

OBJECTIVE              

To obtain a marketing internship for a local advertising or marketing agency during the Summer 2016 semester. 

 

EDUCATION              

University of North Florida, Coggin College of Business, AACSB Accredited  Jacksonville, FL 

Bachelor of Business Administration       Expected May 2017 

Major: Marketing 

Overall GPA: 3.44 / Major GPA: 3.73 

 

Related Coursework: 

Consumer Behavior  Strategic Marketing  Marketing Research Information 

Principles of Marketing  Operations Management Strategic Management Business Policy 
 

 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS            

Writing Skills            

 Wrote and edited advertising copy for the school newspaper and newsletters, working closely with 

graphic designing students to develop visually effective marketing messages for school events.   

 Interviewed authors, synthesized information, and wrote promotional copy for technical and scientific 

textbooks for a class group project. 

 

Interpersonal and Public Speaking Skills          

 Delivered engaging class presentations to small and large groups on specific topics related to marketing. 

 Networked with local businesses and civic organizations to gain sponsors for the under 12 girls soccer 

team that I coach. 

 Assisted the University of North Florida’s Women in Business Society with program planning, budgeting, 

and coordinating their 6
th
 Annual Spring Forum, attended by over 100 participants.  

 

Technical Skills           

 Utilized Microsoft Word and PowerPoint to create an 8 page paper and 20 minute PowerPoint 

presentation covering consumer behavior data trends in emerging markets.   

 Created data pivot tables in Microsoft Excel to organize and track quantitative student survey responses.  

 Developed promotional and informative fliers and brochures for student organizations on campus using 

Microsoft Publisher.  

 

 

SCHOLARSHIPS AND ACTIVITIES 

Women in Business Society – Member, Spring 2015 – Present 

American Marketing Association – Member, Fall 2014 – Present  

Florida Bright Futures Medallion Scholarship – Recipient, Fall 2013 – Present 

Luther & Blanche Coggin Scholarship – Recipient, Fall 2013 
 

 
 

 

 

SKILLS              

Computer: Proficient in Microsoft Excel, Word, Access, PowerPoint, Quick Books Pro, Adobe, and Publisher. 

Language: Conversational in spoken Spanish: Completed 8 academic credits in Spanish language. 

 

SAMPLE RÉSUMÉ – STUDENT WITH NO WORK EXPERIENCE 
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Chris E. Hiremenow 
123 Palm Tree Lane  Jacksonville FL, 32222  C.Hiremenow@unf.edu  (904)555-1234 

 

OBJECTIVE              

To obtain a part-time audit internship with a regional accounting firm during the Summer 2016 semester 

 

EDUCATION              

University of North Florida, Coggin College of Business, AACSB Accredited  Jacksonville, FL 

Bachelor of Business Administration       Expected May 2017 

Major: Accounting 

Overall GPA: 3.47   Major GPA: 3.56 
 

European Business School        Paris, France 

Summer Semester 2014 Study Abroad Program 

 Projected a full export plan of an American product breaking into the German and Austrian markets  

 

RELATED EXPERIENCE            

Ernst & Young         Jacksonville, FL  

Audit Intern           May 2015 – July 2015   

 Implemented specific Ernst & Young audit methodologies to enhance the reliability of information 

prepared by clients for use by investors, creditors and other stakeholders 

 Created, performed calculations on, referenced, and self-reviewed work papers to support financial 

statements provided by clients 

 Performed necessary administrative tasks to assist current audits and planning of the year-end audit 

 

LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE 

Alpha Sigma Pi (UNF Accounting Club)       January 2013 – Present 

Professional Relations Director 

 Effectively interacted with representatives from the Jacksonville business community to coordinate 

general meetings and social events featuring business leaders that recruit accounting majors at UNF 

UNF Women in Business Society, active member 

UNF Finance & Investment Society, active member 

 

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE           

SunPower Promotions         Jacksonville FL   

Sales Promoter           April 2011 – May 2012  

 Promoted the sale of new products at conventions, festivals, and events 

 Interacted with customers in order to thoroughly explain products and ensure customer satisfaction 
 

Trade Secret          Jacksonville, FL 

Sales Associate           June 2009 – May 2011  

 Stocked inventory and managed monthly physical counts 

 Operated and balanced the cash register daily and assisted with bookkeeping 

 Responded to and resolved customer requests and inquiries 

 

HONORS AND ACTIVITIES 

Dean’s List – Academic Honors Distinction, Fall 2013 – Present 

Florida Bright Futures Scholarship – Recipient, Fall 2013 – Present 

STAR Certified – (Skills to Achieve Results), UNF Professional Development Program, Fall 2014 
 

 
 

SAMPLE RÉSUMÉ – STUDENT WITH LIMITED WORK EXPERIENCE 

 

SKILLS              

Computer: Proficient in Microsoft Excel, Word, Access, PowerPoint, Quick Books Pro, Adobe, Publisher 

Language: Native fluency in written and spoken French 
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OZZIE OSPREY 
123 Palm Tree Lane  Jacksonville FL, 32222  (904)555-1234  O.Osprey@ospreys.unf.edu  

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS   

 Demonstrated ability to provide robust modeling, reports, and presentations to facilitate executive-level 

decision making. 

 Detail-oriented financial analyst with strong analytical skills and experience in quantitative/statistical 

analysis, budgeting, accounting, and forecasting. 

 Flexible professional who quickly adapts to new technologies and possesses expertise in ROI 

maximization, performance metrics, and ad hoc reporting.  

 Proficient in Bloomberg LP and Thomson Reuters. 

  

EDUCATION & CREDENTIALS  

 University of North Florida, Coggin College of Business     Jacksonville, FL 

 Master of Business Administration     Expected May 2014 

 Current GPA: 3.63  
 

 Bachelor of Business Administration     May 2009  

 Major: Finance   

 GPA: 3.82   

  

 LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS 

 Series 7 and Series 66 Security Licenses 

 Bloomberg Product Certified, Fixed Income & Equities  

 CFA Level I Candidate, tested 12/07/2013   

  

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 Deloitte & Touche, LLP      New York, NY  

  Senior Analyst       March 2014 – Present  

 Structure and secure asset backed securities for originators prior to trading. 

 Assess legal, economic, accounting, credit, and regulatory issues of securitization transactions. 

 Assist underwriters with implementing pitch/show books by verifying that all financial data presented 

was accurate.  

 Prepare term sheets, prospectuses, and information memoranda for potential investors, rating agencies, 

and regulators.  

 Morgan Stanley      Jacksonville, FL   

 Portfolio Manager/Financial Advisor      March 2012 – February 2014 

 Collaborated with a team of five to effectively manage over $370 million in assets. 

 Researched equities, fixed income, alternative investments and investment managers. 

 Advised a book of 120 clients on portfolio construction and efficient trade execution. 

 Analyzed investment portfolios to maximize risk and reward according to client goals. 

 Maintained and tracked investment portfolio performance, attribution, and risk metrics. 
 

SAMPLE RÉSUMÉ – STUDENT WITH EXTENSIVE WORK EXPERIENCE 
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OZZIE OSPREY 
(904)555-1234  O.Osprey@ospreys.unf.edu 

Page 2 

  

EXPERIENCE (Continued) 

 Fidelity National Financial, Inc.     Jacksonville, FL   

 Agency Desk Auditor      July 2009 – March 2012 

 Created comprehensive reports, abstracts, and charts to present data and guide investment strategies. 

 Assisted in the development of departmental standards and procedures for a newly formed audit group. 

 Executed audit risk coverage of 16 states containing thousands of title agents. 

 Performed escrow account reconciliation and closing statement reviews. 

 Researched accounting discrepancies to discern the cause of imbalances. 

 

Fischer & Sons, LLC               Pittsburgh, PA 

Finance Intern       August 2010 – December 2010 

 Assisted with financial analysis, forecasting, and risk management for a boutique investment firm. 

 Supported and collaborated with the Senior Financial Analyst in executing the buy-sell process. 

Marketsource, Inc.               Jacksonville, FL 

 Account Sales Representative      September 2007 – June 2009 

 Established relationships with customers and retail sales personnel (including management) to grow 

strategic partnerships with both vendors and end users. 

 Promoted sales growth of Hewlett-Packard products by engaging customers and sales personnel. 

 Trained sales personnel on technical details and sales techniques. 

 Collaborated with retail store representatives to ensure positive product image and presentation. 

 

Arnold Transportation Services      Jacksonville, FL,  

Customer Service Representative      August 2005 – September 2007   

 Managed corporate accounts and communicated customer needs and issues to Fleet Planners.  

 Monitored and tracked 200 truck deliveries per day, addressed service issues when found.  

 Solicited freight by calling customers/brokers on a daily basis to offer up available trucks as needed. 

 Utilized AS400 system to input/search loads and update appointments. 

 

 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 

 Proficient in Microsoft Office Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook & Publisher. 

 Adept ad EMS, SBT, QuickBooks, Bassets Fixed Asset System. 

 Skilled in Oracle Financial Software. 

 Thorough knowledge of the Acquisition Management System (AMS) life-cycle aspects. 

 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS AND ACTIVITIES 

Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Institute – Affiliate Member, 2012 – Present  

CFA Society of Jacksonville – Member, 2009 – Present  

Osprey Financial Group at the University of North Florida – Alumni Advisor, 2010 – Present    

Coggin College of Business at the University of North Florida – Guest Lecturer, 2013 – Present   
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